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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR OPERATING MESH DEVICES IN MULTI-TREE
OVERLAPPING MESH NETWORKS
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BACKGROUND

Field of the Invention

[0003] This invention pertains generally to methods and systems that allow a mesh device to

participate in multiple mesh networks.

Description of the Related Art

[0004] A mesh network is a wireless network configured to route data between mesh device

nodes within the network. A mesh network allows for continuous connections and

reconfigurations around broken or blocked paths by retransmitting messages from node to node

until a destination is reached. Mesh networks differ from other networks in that nodes can

connect to each other via multiple hops. Thus, mesh networks are self-healing: the network

remains operational when a node or a connection fails.

[0005] Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) or Advanced Metering Management (AMM)

are systems that measure, collect and analyze utility usage, from mesh devices such as electricity

meters, gas meters, and water meters, through a network on request or a pre-defined schedule.

This infrastructure includes hardware, software, communications, customer associated systems

and meter data management software. The infrastructure collects and distributes information to

customers, suppliers, utility companies and service providers. This enables these businesses to

either participate in, or provide, demand response solutions, products and services. Customers

may alter energy usage patterns from normal consumption patterns in response to demand

pricing. This improves system load and reliability.

[0006] A mesh gate is an interface between the mesh network and a server over a wide area

network (WAN). Each mesh device may associate with a mesh network and a mesh gate,



leaving the mesh network vulnerable to a failure in the mesh gate. In addition, there may be

limited paths between mesh devices within the mesh network.

SUMMARY

[0007] Methods, systems, and devices described herein can allow a mesh device to participate

in multiple mesh networks. A plurality of mesh devices can each associate with a mesh network,

each mesh network managed by an access point. Mesh devices exchange neighbor information

with neighboring mesh devices, including information about mesh devices associated with a

different mesh network. Communication paths can include mesh devices of multiple mesh

networks. This provides path diversity among mesh devices and improves bandwidth and

reliability. In addition, this provides access diversity in case of mesh network or mesh gate

failures.

[0008] The mesh device can also be located on a boundary between two mesh networks and

participate in both mesh networks. This provides path diversity among mesh devices and

improves in-premise communication. In addition, this provides access diversity in case of a

mesh gate failure. The mesh device may exchange neighbor information with nearby mesh

devices of a different mesh network, thus allow a two-hop penetration into the neighboring mesh

network.

[0009] In one aspect, a method for a first mesh device to communicate in an overlapping mesh

network environment comprises associating with a first access point over a first mesh network,

wherein the first access point manages the first mesh network; responsive to receiving a neighbor

information broadcast from a neighboring mesh device, updating a neighborhood table stored in

an accessible memory, wherein the neighbor information includes a neighboring mesh device

information and a neighboring mesh device network identifier; responsive to a request to

transmit a message to a destination, determining a next device, wherein the next device is on a

calculated path towards the destination, the path including mesh devices from a plurality of mesh

networks; and transmitting the message to the next device.

[0010] In another aspect, a system for communicating in an overlapping mesh network

environment comprises a plurality of access points, each access point managing a mesh network;

and a plurality of mesh devices, each mesh device associated with a mesh network, wherein each

mesh device is configured to: (i) responsive to receiving a neighbor information broadcast from a



neighboring mesh device, update a neighborhood table stored in an accessible memory, wherein

the neighbor information includes a neighboring mesh device information and a neighboring

mesh device network identifier; (ii) responsive to a request to transmit a message to a

destination, determine a next device, wherein the next device is on a calculated path towards the

destination, the path including mesh devices from a plurality of mesh networks; and (iii)

transmit the message to the next device.

[0011] In another aspect, a mesh device for communicating in an overlapping mesh network

environment comprises a radio for communicating on a predetermined mesh network channel; a

memory for storing a neighborhood table; a processor configured to: associate with a first access

point over a first mesh network via the radio, wherein the first access point manages the first

mesh network; responsive to receiving a neighbor information broadcasted from a neighboring

mesh device, update the neighborhood table stored in the memory, wherein the neighbor

information includes a neighboring mesh device information and a neighboring mesh device

network identifier; responsive to a request to transmit a message to a destination, determine a

next device, wherein the next device is on a calculated path towards the destination, the path

including mesh devices from a plurality of mesh networks; and transmit the message to the next

device via the radio.

[0012] In another aspect, a computer-readable medium including instructions adapted to

execute a method for a first mesh device to communicate in an overlapping mesh network

environment comprises associating with a first access point over a first mesh network, wherein

the first access point manages the first mesh network; responsive to receiving a neighbor

information broadcasted from a neighboring mesh device, updating a neighborhood table stored

in an accessible memory, wherein the neighbor information includes a neighboring mesh device

information and a neighboring mesh device network identifier; responsive to a request to

transmit a message to a destination, determining a next device, wherein the next device is on a

calculated path towards the destination, the path including mesh devices from a plurality of mesh

networks; and transmitting the message to the next device.

[0013] In another aspect, a data structure defined in a computer readable medium comprises a

plurality of entries, each of the plurality of entries representing at least one device and storing at

least one characteristic of the device; and each of the plurality of entries including a plurality of

fields for storing characteristics of at least one neighboring device.



[0014] In another aspect, a method comprises associating with a first mesh gate over a first

mesh network; exchanging neighbor information with an accessible same-network mesh device

over the first mesh network; detecting an accessible one-hop mesh device on a second mesh

network; exchanging neighbor information with the one-hop mesh device; and forwarding a

message from the one-hop mesh device to the first mesh network.

[0015] In another aspect, a method comprises associating with a second mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with a two-hop mesh device over the second mesh network;

detecting an accessible zero-hop mesh device on a first mesh network; exchanging neighbor

information with the zero-hop mesh device; and transmitting a message to the zero-hop mesh

device for forwarding to the first mesh network.

[0016] In another aspect, a device comprises a neighborhood table, the neighborhood table

storing mesh network device information; and a radio configured to communicate with a first

mesh network and a second mesh network, wherein the device is configured to, in operation,

associate with a first mesh gate over the first mesh network, exchange neighbor information

stored in the neighborhood table with an accessible same-network mesh device over the first

mesh network, detect an accessible one-hop mesh device on the second mesh network,

exchange neighbor information stored in the neighborhood table with the one-hop mesh device,

and forward a message from the one-hop mesh device to the first mesh network.

[0017] In another aspect, a computer program stored in a computer readable form for execution

in a processor and processor coupled memory to execute a method comprises associating with a

first mesh gate over a first mesh network; exchanging neighbor information with an accessible

same-network mesh device over the first mesh network; detecting an accessible one-hop mesh

device on a second mesh network; exchanging neighbor information with the one-hop mesh

device; and forwarding a message from the one-hop mesh device to the first mesh network.

[0018] In another aspect, a computer program stored in a computer readable form for execution

in a processor and processor coupled memory to execute a method comprises associating with a

second mesh network; exchanging neighbor information with a two-hop mesh device over the

second mesh network; detecting an accessible zero-hop mesh device on a first mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with the zero-hop mesh device; and transmitting a message to

the zero-hop mesh device for forwarding to the first mesh network.



[0019] In another aspect, a method comprises associating with a first mesh gate over a first

mesh network; exchanging neighbor information with an accessible same-network mesh device

over the first mesh network; detecting an accessible one-hop mesh device on a second mesh

network; exchanging neighbor information with the one-hop mesh device; forwarding a message

from the one-hop mesh device to the first mesh network; associating with a second mesh

network; exchanging neighbor information with a two-hop mesh device over the second mesh

network; detecting an accessible zero-hop mesh device on a first mesh network; exchanging

neighbor information with the zero-hop mesh device; and transmitting a message to the zero-hop

mesh device for forwarding to the first mesh network.

[0020] In another aspect, a computer program stored in a computer readable form for execution

in a processor and processor coupled memory to execute a method comprises associating with a

first mesh gate over a first mesh network; exchanging neighbor information with an accessible

same-network mesh device over the first mesh network; detecting an accessible one-hop mesh

device on a second mesh network; exchanging neighbor information with the one-hop mesh

device; forwarding a message from the one-hop mesh device to the first mesh network;

associating with a second mesh network; exchanging neighbor information with a two-hop mesh

device over the second mesh network; detecting an accessible zero-hop mesh device on a first

mesh network; exchanging neighbor information with the zero-hop mesh device; and

transmitting a message to the zero-hop mesh device for forwarding to the first mesh network.

[0021] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form that

are further described below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended to

identify key features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be

used to limit the scope of the claimed subject matter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] FIG. IA illustrates a system for providing communications in an AMI system,

according to an exemplary embodiment.

[0023] FIG. IB illustrates a system for providing communications in an AMI system,

according to another exemplary embodiment.

[0024] FIG. 2A illustrates a mesh device for use within a mesh network, according to an

exemplary embodiment.



[0025] FIG. 2B illustrates a mesh gate for use within a mesh network, according to an

exemplary embodiment.

[0026] FIG. 3 illustrates a network stack for use within a mesh radio, according to an

exemplary embodiment.

[0027] FIG. 4 illustrates a process for a mesh device to communicate in a multi-mesh network

environment, according to an exemplary embodiment.

[0028] FIG. 5A illustrates a data structure for storing a neighborhood table, according to an

exemplary embodiment.

[0029] FIG. 5B illustrates a data entry for storing neighborhood table information, according to

an exemplary embodiment.

[0030] FIG. 6A illustrates a process for a zero-hop device to forward communications between

a first mesh network and a second mesh network, according to an exemplary embodiment.

[0031] FIG. 6B illustrates a process for a one-hop device to forward communications between

a first mesh network and a second mesh network, according to an exemplary embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0032] Reference will now be made in detail to the preferred embodiments of the present

invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

[0033] FIG. IA illustrates an exemplary system for providing communications in an AMI

system 100. The AMI system may include a plurality of mesh networks, such as mesh network

A 102 and mesh network B 104. While only two mesh networks are depicted, any number of

mesh networks may exist in the AMI system. Mesh network A 102 includes a mesh gate A 106

and mesh devices A 110, B 112, C 114, D 116 and E 118. Mesh network B 104 includes mesh

gate B 108 and mesh devices U 120, V 122, W 124, X 126, Y 128 and Z 130. Although FIG. 1

depicts only five mesh devices in the mesh network A 102, any number of mesh devices may be

used in the mesh network A 102. The mesh devices A 110, B 112, and C 114 may perform

required functions within the mesh network A 102. For example, a mesh device may be a meter,

a user interface such as for example a thermostat, an output device such as a utilities usage

display, or any other device or subsystem required or benefited by the AMI system.

[0034] The mesh gate 106 and the mesh devices function as nodes in the mesh network, which

dynamically creates and maintains links between the nodes. Each mesh device may transmit



messages to the mesh gate A 106 and other mesh devices within the mesh network A 102. Only

mesh devices A 110 and C 114 are in direct communication with the mesh gate A 106.

However, mesh device B 112 may reach the mesh gate via mesh device A 110.

[0035] A mesh gate may also be referred to as an access point or a Neighborhood Area

Network to Wide Area Network (NAN- WAN) gate. The mesh gate may perform any one or

more of many different functions including, for example, but not limited to, one or any

combination of: relaying information from a server (such as to a head end server) to the mesh

network nodes, routing information, aggregating information from the nodes and microportals

within any sub-network that may be configured for transmission to a server (such as to the head

end server), acting as a home area network (HAN) sometimes also referred to as a premise area

network (PAN) coordinator, acting as a NAN- WAN gate, transmitting firmware upgrades, and/or

multicasting messages. The mesh gate may also be referred to as a collector because it collects

information from the NAN-associated nodes or other nodes and/or microportals in its sub¬

network. A mesh gate may include a mesh radio to communicate with mesh devices over the

mesh network and a WAN communication interface to communicate with the server over the

WAN 131.

[0036] The mesh gate A 106 may provide a gateway between the mesh network A 102 and a

server 132. The server 132 can also act as a head end. The server 132 can provide services to

mesh devices within the AMI system, such as commissioning devices, providing software

updates, providing metering pricing updates, receiving metering information, etc. The mesh gate

A 106 may aggregate information from mesh devices (e.g., meters) within the mesh network and

transmit the information to the server 132. The mesh gate A 106 may further forward messages

from the mesh devices to the server 132, for example, status reports and meter readings. The

mesh gate A 106 may further forward messages from the server 132 to the mesh devices, for

example, instructions and queries. The server 132 may be a computing device configured to

receive information, such as meter readings, from a plurality of mesh networks and meters. The

server 132 may also be configured to transmit instructions to the mesh networks, mesh gates, and

meters. It will be appreciated that while only one server is depicted, any number of servers may

be used in the AMI system. For example, servers may be distributed by geographical location.

Redundant servers may provide backup and failover capabilities in the AMI system.



[0037] The mesh devices may also exchange neighbor information with neighboring mesh

devices from another mesh network. Neighbor information may for example include one or

more of mesh device identifiers, a signal quality indicator or value, a distance to mesh gate

indicator or value, and any other information necessary or advantageous to calculate a route from

the mesh device. In one embodiment, the neighbor information includes each of these

information items.

[0038] The mesh devices may exchange neighbor information with each other, where the

neighbor information is propagated throughout the mesh network and used to determine a best

path to the mesh gate. For example, mesh device A 110 knows it is a neighbor of the mesh gate.

It will send the information to mesh device D 116, which then knows that in order to send a

message to the mesh gate, it may ask mesh device A 110 to forward the message.

[0039] The mesh gate A 106 can manage the mesh network A 102 by maintaining an

association (registration) table which can include information about in-network and out of

network nodes and a neighborhood table which includes information about the nodes in the

network and their neighbors (which may include out of network nodes) and other information for

each mesh device within the mesh network A 102. When a new mesh device attempts to join

mesh network A 102, it sends an association request to the mesh gate A 106, which will add the

new mesh device to its neighborhood table. It will be appreciated that a mesh device association

can include a registration for application service at the mesh gate A 102 or the server 132. The

mesh gate A 102 and the server 132 can maintain a table of available applications and services

and requesting mesh devices. More particularly, an exemplary neighborhood table is structured

as described with respect to Tables 1 and 2 below:

Table 1





When the number of Neighbors exceeds the capacity of the Neighborhood table, the radio

applies the following order in its selection of Neighbors to keep: Best 5 Parents per network tree;

Children using this Node as preferred route; Children or Sibling using this Node as second



preferred route; and Remaining Nodes are included in the table in a round robin fashion to give

the chance to every node to flag the current Node as preferred or second preferred route.

[0040] The mesh network B 104 may similarly include a mesh gate B 108 and at least one

mesh device. The mesh network B 104 may neighbor or be adjacent to the mesh network A 102

and therefore some of the mesh devices of mesh network B 104 may be in radio transmit/receive

range of mesh devices of the mesh network A 102.

[0041] In operation, the mesh networks may overlap and therefore provide path diversity

among the mesh devices. For example, if device Y 128 is a thermostat and needs to transmit a

message to device E 118, such as a utilities control unit, it is not necessary to transmit the

instruction to mesh gate B 108 via mesh network B 104, which is then transmitted to mesh gate

A 106 via a WAN 131, which is then transmitted to the device E 118 via mesh network A 102.

Instead, device Y 128 receives neighbor information from device E 118 and realizes they are

neighbors. Direct communication between the mesh devices is possible.

[0042] The mesh devices can utilize other accessible mesh gates as a secondary mesh gate in

case of failure by the primary mesh gate with which the mesh device is associated. For example,

mesh devices of mesh network B 104 may transmit messages to mesh gate A 106 if mesh gate B

108 fails to respond.

[0043] In one exemplary embodiment, neighboring mesh networks can operate on different

channels or radio frequencies. This can improve wireless bandwidth within a mesh network and

decrease interference from neighboring mesh network transmissions. The channels or radio

frequencies can be predetermined.

[0044] It will be appreciated that a mesh device can allow penetration of any number of hops

into a neighboring mesh network. However, because a path of each mesh device forwarding a

message can be stored in the message header, a path length can be limited by a size of the

message header. In one example embodiment, the path length can be limited to nine hops, thus

allowing a penetration of nine-hops into neighboring mesh networks.

[0045] As shown in the exemplary illustrated embodiment, the mesh devices D 116 and E 118

may function as zero-hop devices. Zero-hop devices may be on the boundary of the mesh

network, with children nodes that are mesh devices belonging to a second mesh network. Zero-

hop devices may communicate with the mesh gate directly or through intermediate mesh devices.

For example, the mesh device D 116 may reach the mesh gate A 106 via mesh device A 110.



Similarly, the mesh device E 118 may reach the mesh gate A 106 via mesh device C 114. The

neighborhood tables of zero-hop devices may include neighbors within mesh network A 102 as

well as mesh network B 104.

[0046] The mesh devices Y 128 and Z 130 may function as one-hop devices. One-hop devices

may be on the boundary of the mesh network B 104 and be neighbors with zero-hop devices of

mesh network A 102. Thus, one-hop devices may communicate with the associated mesh gate B

108 or with mesh gate A 106 via the zero-hop devices. The neighborhood tables of one-hop

devices may include neighbors within mesh network B 104 as well as mesh network A 102.

[0047] The mesh devices W 124 and X 126 may function as two-hop devices. Two-hop

devices may be neighbors with one-hop devices, and therefore are two hops away from a

neighboring mesh network. Thus, two-hop devices may communicate with the associated mesh

gate B 108 or with mesh gate A 106 via the one-hop and zero-hop devices as well as mesh

network A 102.

[0048] In the exemplary embodiment of system 100, the mesh devices U 120 and V 122 may

not include information on mesh devices of mesh network A 102 in neighborhood tables.

However, messages may be forwarded to two-hop devices for forwarding to mesh network A

102.

[0049] In operation, the one-hop and two-hop devices may utilize mesh gate A 106 as a

secondary mesh gate in case of failure by mesh gate B 108. Over time, mesh device U 120 and

mesh device V 122 may re-associate with a new mesh gate, but the one-hop and two-hop devices

may utilize their secondary mesh gate immediately and suffer no downtime.

[0050] In an alternative embodiment of the AMI as shown in FIG. IB, mesh devices may also

serve as conduits between two networks. For example, in FIG. IB, system 150 includes conduit

device J 172 associated with mesh network C 160 and mesh network D 162. Mesh network C

160 includes device G 168, device H 170, and mesh gate C 164. Mesh network D 162 includes

device K 174, device L 176, and mesh gate D 166. The mesh networks, mesh gates, and mesh

devices shown in FIG. I B are merely representative and alternate systems may include

additional numbers and arrangements of mesh networks, mesh gates, and mesh devices. The

mesh devices illustrated in FIG. IB can serve a variety of functions and may be, for example,

meters, thermostats, output devices such as displays, or any other device or subsystem required

or benefited by the AMI system. Mesh gate C 164 and mesh gate D 162 communicate with



server 180 via WAN 178. Except for mesh device J 172, the mesh devices and mesh gates can

operate in a similar fashion to those mesh gates and mesh devices illustrated and described in

connection with FIG. IA.

[0051] With respect to mesh device J 172, this device may associate with mesh network C 160

and mesh network D 162 and act as a conduit between the two networks. Mesh device J 172

may allow mesh devices and mesh gates in one network to communicate with mesh devices and

mesh gates in the other network. For example, if mesh gate C 164 was not available to receive

communications from mesh devices in mesh network C 160, mesh device H 170 may

communicate a message to mesh gate D 166 via mesh device J 172. Mesh device J 172 may be

similar to the other mesh devices illustrated in FIG. I B except that it may have additional

software allowing it to serve as a conduit between the two networks.

[0052] FIG. 2A illustrates an exemplary mesh device 200 for use within a mesh network.

Mesh device 200 may include a radio 202, a communication card 204, a metering sensor 206,

and a battery or other power or energy storage device or source 208. The radio 202 may include

a memory 210, a processor 212, a transceiver 214, and a microcontroller unit (MCU) 216 or

other processor or processing logic.

[0053] The mesh device 200 can be any device configured to participate as a node within a

mesh network. Mesh device 200 can be a mesh repeater, which can be a wired device

configured to retransmit received mesh transmissions. The mesh repeater can extend over a

range of a mesh network and provide mesh network functionality to mesh devices that enter

sleep cycles.

[0054] The mesh device 200 may communicate with a mesh gate and other mesh devices over

a mesh network. For example, the mesh device 200 may be a gas, water, electricity, or other

utility meter installed in a residential, commercial, or industrial building or other location to

monitor utilities usage. The mesh device 200 may also control access to utilities on receipt of

instructions such as instructions or control signals received from a server, for example, by

reducing or stopping the flow of gas, water or electricity. In an alternative, the mesh device 200

may be a mobile asset that needs to be tracked by the AMI system.

[0055] The radio 202 may be a mesh radio configured to communicate with a mesh network.

The radio 202 may transmit, receive, and forward messages to the mesh network. Any meter

within the mesh network may thus communicate with any other meter or mesh gate by



communicating with its neighbor and requesting a message be forwarded. The radio 202 may

also communicate with an off-network device not associated with the mesh network.

[0056] The communication card or circuit 204 may interface between the radio and the sensor.

Sensor readings or other data may be converted to radio signals for transmission over the radio.

The communication card 204 may optionally but advantageously include encryption/decryption

functionality or other security measures to protect the transmitted data. The communication card

204 may also decode instructions received from the server.

[0057] The optional metering sensor 206 may be a gas, water, electricity, media content or

information meter sensor, or another sensor. For example, digital flow sensors may be used to

measure a quantity of water or gas flowing into a residence or building. Alternatively, the sensor

206 may be an electricity meter configured to measure a quantity of electricity flowing over a

power line.

[0058] In an alternative embodiment, the optional metering sensor 206 may be replaced by

another component for performing functions within the AMI system. For example, the mesh

device may provide a user interface, such as a thermostat or other utilities control or display. In

this example, the metering sensor may be replaced with a thermostat interface. For example, the

mesh device may provide a display screen, such as an LCD display screen that displays

information for the user. In another example, the mesh device may be a simple repeater for

extending the range of the mesh network. In this example, the mesh device may simply receive

and re-transmit mesh transmissions on the mesh network.

[0059] The battery or other energy storage device 208 may be configured to independently

power the mesh device 200 during a power outage. For example, the battery 208 may be a large

capacitor storing electricity to power the mesh device 200 for at least five minutes after a power

outage. Small compact but high capacity capacitors known as super capacitors are known in the

art and may advantageously be used. One exemplary super capacitor is the SESSCAP 50f 2.7v

18x30mm capacitor manufactured by NESSCAP Co., Ltd. of Wonchun-Dong 29-9, Paldal-Ku,

Soowon, Kyonggi-Do 442-380, Korea. Alternative battery technologies may be used, for

example, galvanic cells, electrolytic cells, fuel cells, flow cells, and voltaic cells.

[0060] The memory 210 may store instructions and run-time variables for execution. For

example, the memory 210 may include both volatile and non-volatile memory. The memory 210



may also store a history of sensor readings from the metering sensor 206 and an incoming queue

of server instructions.

[0061] The mesh device 200 may also include a memory in additional to memory 210. A

neighborhood table may be stored in a memory accessible by the mesh device 200. For example,

the neighborhood table may store a best parent field, a best five parents field, a mesh gate load

field, a number of hops to the mesh gate field, and a mesh gate path signal quality field. The

neighborhood table information may be transmitted to other mesh devices in a neighbor

exchange and may also be transmitted to a mesh gate. The neighborhood table may be used to

determine a best route on the mesh network for a message to be transmitted. Alternatively, the

neighborhood table can include other fields.

[0062] Information from the neighborhood table can be used to calculate a path to an access

point. For example, a calculated path can have a good connection to a mesh gate as defined by

signal quality, number of hops, and a mesh gate load. It will be appreciated that various

weightings can be used to compute a calculated path value, and a best valued path is selected for

use.

[0063] The processor 212 may execute instructions, for example, stored in the memory.

Instructions stored in memory 210 may be ordinary instructions, for example, provided at time of

meter installation, or special instructions received from the server during run time.

[0064] The transceiver 214 may transmit to and receive from a mesh network wireless signals.

The transceiver 214 may be configured to transmit sensor readings and status updates under

control of the processor. The transceiver 214 may receive server instructions from a server,

which are communicated to the memory and the processor.

[0065] The MCU 216 can execute firmware or software required by the mesh device 200. The

firmware or software can be installed at manufacture or via a mesh network over the radio 202.

[0066] In one embodiment, any number of MCUs can exist in the mesh device 200. For

example, two MCUs can be installed, a first MCU for executing firmware handling

communication protocols, and a second MCU for handling applications.

[0067] It will be appreciated that a mesh device and a mesh gate can share the architecture of

mesh device 200. The radio 202 and the MCU 216 provide the necessary hardware, and the

MCU 216 executes any necessary firmware or software.



[0068] Each component may be modular and configured for easy removal and replacement.

This facilitates component upgrading over a lifetime of the meter as new functionality are

developed and deployed in the AMI system.

[0069] Meters may be located in geographically dispersed locations within an AMI system.

For example, a meter may be located near a gas line, an electric line, or a water line entering a

building or premise to monitor a quantity of gas, electricity, or water flowing through the line.

The meter may communicate with other meters, even with meters of different types, and mesh

gates through a mesh network. The meter may transmit meter readings and receive instructions

via the mesh network.

[0070] In operation, the mesh device 200 may communicate over a mesh network and directly

with an off-network device via the radio 202. The communication card or circuit 204 may

interface between the metering sensor 206 and the radio 202. For example, sensor readings may

be transmitted to and instructions received from a server. In addition, the mesh device 200 may

participate in the mesh network by forwarding any messages that require forwarding to a next

mesh device on a dynamically determined or pre-determined path.

[0071] In an alternative, mesh devices may be similar to meters except the metering sensor is

replaced by whatever component is necessary to perform the mesh device's function. For

example, a user display may include an output screen or set of indicator lights. For example, a

thermostat may include a dial or other user interface or mechanism for receiving user input and

an analog/digital converter to produce an input signal.

[0072] FIG. 2B is a block diagram that illustrates an exemplary mesh gate 230 for use within a

mesh network. The mesh gate 230 may include a mesh radio 232, a wide area network interface

234, a battery 236, and a processor or processing logic 238. The mesh radio 232 may include a

memory 242, a processor 244, and a transceiver 246. The mesh gate 230 may interface between

mesh devices such as meters over a mesh network and a server over a WAN. The mesh gate 230

may be installed in a central location relative to the meters and also communicate with a server

over a WAN.

[0073] The mesh radio 232 may be a mesh radio configured to communicate with meters over

a mesh network. The radio 232 may transmit, receive, and forward messages to the mesh

network.



[0074] The WAN interface 234 may communicate with a server over a WAN. For example,

the WAN may be a cellular network, a private network, a dial up connection, or any other

network. The WAN interface 234 may optionally include encryption/decryption functionality or

other security measures to protect data being transmitted to and from the server.

[0075] The battery or other energy or power source 236 may be configured to independently

power the mesh gate 230 during a power outage. For example, the battery 236 may be a large

capacitor storing electricity to power the mesh gate 230 for at least five minutes after a power

outage. While not limitations of embodiments of the invention, a capacitor may advantageously

be used in a meter that may have access to a power source such as an electric utility meter, and a

battery may be a more suitable power source for a gas meter which may not frequently be

connected to a continuous or even intermittent source of power or energy.

[0076] The processor or processing logic 238 may control the mesh radio 232 and the WAN

interface 234. Meter information received from the meters over the mesh radio 232 may be

compiled into composite messages for transmission to the server. Server instructions may be

received from the WAN interface 234 and transmitted to meters in the mesh network for

execution. Server instructions may also be received from the WAN interface 234 for execution

by the processor 238.

[0077] The mesh radio 232, WAN interface 234, battery 236, and processor 238 may be

modular and configured for easy removal and replacement. This facilitates component

upgrading over a lifetime of the mesh gate 230.

[0078] As described more specifically above, an accessible memory of each mesh device may

store neighbor information for all mesh devices within the mesh network (and within

communication range of the mesh device regardless of association with a specific mesh network)

and associated with the mesh device. The neighborhood table information may be exchanged

between mesh devices and also transmitted to the mesh gate. The mesh gate may be configured

to calculate various routing based on the compiled neighborhood table.

[0079] The memory 242 of the mesh radio 232 may store instructions and run-time variables of

the mesh radio 232. For example, the memory 242 may include both volatile and non-volatile

memory. The memory 242 may also store a history of meter communications and a queue of

incoming server instructions. For example, meter communications may include past sensor

readings and status updates.



[0080] The mesh gate may include an additional memory configured to store values in the

execution of mesh gate functions. For example, a history of meter readings or status updates

may be stored for future retrieval.

[0081] The processor 244 of the mesh radio 232 may execute instructions, for example, stored

in memory 242. Instructions stored in memory 242 may be ordinary instructions, for example,

provided at time of mesh gate installation, or special instructions received from the server during

run-time.

[0082] The transceiver 246 of the mesh radio 232 may transmit and receive wireless signals to

a mesh network. The transceiver 246 may be configured to receive sensor readings and status

updates from a plurality of meters in the mesh network. The transceiver 246 may also receive

server instructions, which are communicated to the memory 242 and the processor 244.

[0083] In operation, the mesh gate may interface between a mesh network and a server. The

mesh gate may communicate with meters in the mesh network and communicate with the server

over a WAN network. By acting as a gateway, the mesh gate forwards information and

instructions between the meters in its mesh network and the server. The mesh gate may also

function as a node within the mesh network, by forwarding messages between mesh devices.

[0084] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary network stack for use within a mesh radio 300. The

application process 302 may communicate with an application layer 304, a transport layer 306, a

network layer 308, a data link layer 310 and a physical layer 312.

[0085] The radio 300 may be a mesh radio installed in a mesh gate, a mesh device, or an off-

network device. For example, the radio 300 may be a component in a meter, a mesh gate, or any

other mesh device configured to participate in a mesh network or communicate with other mesh

devices. The radio 300 may be configured to transmit wireless signals over a predetermined or

dynamically determined frequency to other radios.

[0086] The application process 302 may be an executing application that requires information

to be communicated over the network stack. For example, the application process 302 may be

software supporting an AMI system, such as software or firmware executing in some processor

or processing logic on an electricity meter or a mesh gate.

[0087] The application layer 304 interfaces directly with and performs common application

services for application processes. Functionality may include semantic conversion between

associated application processes. For example, the application layer may be implemented as



ANSI C12. 12/22, which standard as of the filing date of this application is hereby incorporated

by reference.

[0088] The transport layer 306 responds to service requests from the application layer and

issues service requests to the Internet layer. It delivers data to the appropriate application on the

host computers. For example, the layer may be implemented as TCP (Transmission Control

Protocol), and UDP (User Datagram Protocol), or according to other known or convenient

protocols.

[0089] The network layer 308 is responsible for end to end (source to destination) packet

delivery. The network layer's functionality may advantageously include transferring variable

length data sequences from a source to a destination via one or more networks while maintaining

the quality of service, and error control functions. Data will be transmitted from its source to its

destination, even if the transmission path involves multiple hops or relays. For example, the

network layer 308 may translate a short address into a network address. A short address may for

example be a two byte address used to identify mesh devices within a mesh network. The short

address may be assigned by the access point. A network address may be an eight byte unique

address used to identify the mesh device from among other mesh devices. The network address

may be assigned at manufacture or by a server. Short addresses may be used within a mesh

network to shorten messages that are addressed to another mesh device within the same mesh

network. Long addresses may be used to address mesh devices of another mesh network or

whose short address is not known to a message sender.

[0090] The data link layer 310 transfers data between adjacent network nodes in a network,

wherein the data is in the form of packets. The layer provides functionality including

transferring data between network entities and error correction/detection. For example, the layer

may be implemented as IEEE 802.15.4, which standard as of the filing date of this application is

hereby incorporated by reference.

[0091] The physical layer 312 may be the most basic network layer, transmitting bits over a

data link connecting network nodes. No packet headers or trailers are included. The bit stream

may be grouped into code words or symbols and converted to a physical signal, which is

transmitted over a transmission medium, such as radio waves. The physical layer provides an

electrical, mechanical, and procedural interface to the transmission medium. For example, the

layer may be implemented as IEEE 802.15.4.



[0092] In operation, the network stack provides different levels of abstraction for programmers

within an AMI system. Abstraction reduces a concept to only information which is relevant for a

particular purpose. Thus, each level of the network stack may assume the functionality below it

on the stack is implemented. This facilitates programming features and functionality for the

AMI system. The illustrated network stack may facilitate intra-mesh network communication by

utilizing a short address to identify addressees.

[0093] FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary process 400 for a mesh device to communicate in a

multiple mesh network environment. It should be understood that process 400 and the other

exemplary processes described herein may be performed in different sequences or certain steps

may be performed in parallel in alternate embodiments. The procedure may execute on a mesh

device associated with a first mesh network and within radio range of neighboring mesh devices,

some of which are associated to a second mesh network. The procedure may allow mesh devices

of the two mesh networks to communicate amongst each other and provide network overlap.

[0094] In step or process 402, the mesh device can associate with a first access point. Recall

that an access point may also be referred to as mesh gate or a NAN- WAN gate. Associating with

the first access point includes transmitting an association request to the first access point and

awaiting a confirmation. If the first access point is not within radio range of the mesh device, the

message is transmitted via a mesh network.

[0095] The mesh network includes neighboring mesh devices, as shown in FIG. 1, which can

forward the association request towards the access point. The neighboring mesh devices will also

forward the confirmation back to the mesh devices. Once the mesh device is associated with the

first access point, it will participate in the mesh network and forward messages from its

neighbors, as required.

[0096] For example, the association can happen periodically after a predetermined or

dynamically determined time interval or according to some other policy, at a mesh device start

up, or when communication with the first access point is lost. If there is no neighboring mesh

device associated with the first mesh network within radio range, the mesh device can retry

association after a predetermined or dynamically determined time interval or according to some

other policy.

[0097] In step or process 404, the mesh device can test whether neighbor information has been

received. In a mesh network, neighboring mesh devices will periodically broadcast mesh device



information and neighbor information. Neighbor information may include one or any

combination of mesh device identifiers, signal strength, distance from access point, and other

information helpful in determining a path through a mesh network. In one non-limiting example,

the neighbor information includes each of these.

[0098] If neighbor information is received, the mesh device proceeds to step or process 406. If

no neighbor information is received, the mesh device proceeds to step or process 408.

[0099] In one example, the neighbor information will include preferred routes over a plurality

of mesh networks to various destinations.

[00100] In step or process 406, the mesh device can update a neighborhood table in accessible

memory. The mesh device can be configured with an accessible memory which stores a

neighborhood table. The neighborhood table stores mesh device information and neighbor

information of neighboring mesh devices.

[00101] Filters can be used to restrict a size of the neighborhood table. For example, the

neighborhood tables can be configured to only store mesh device information of mesh devices

within a predetermined number of hops from the mesh device or have specified signal quality.

[00102] In step or process 408, the mesh device can test whether a message transmit request has

been received. For example, the message transmit request can be received from the mesh device

when a message must be sent via the mesh network. For example, the message can be intended

for a server, the first access point, or another mesh device.

[00103] Alternatively, the message transmit request can be received from a received message.

The received message can be received from a neighboring mesh device for transmitting. A

message destination will be included in the received message, which is parsed by the mesh

device.

[00104] If a transmit message request is received, the mesh device proceeds to step or process

410. If no transmit message request is received, the mesh device returns to step or process 404.

[00105] In step or process 410, the mesh device can determine a next device on a path to the

destination. The next device can be the destination of the message, such as a neighboring mesh

device or an access point within radio range. Alternatively, the next device can be the

neighboring mesh device to which the mesh device must transmit the message for forwarding.



[00106] If the destination is a server or another device not on the mesh network, the message

can be received by an access point or another device configured to interface between the mesh

network and the off-mesh network device.

[00107] The next device can be determined from a next device table stored in accessible

memory, where the mesh device stores a list of destinations and a next device associated with

each destination. Alternatively, the next device can be calculated by the first access point and

stored in the next device table. In another alternative embodiment, the next device can be

calculated by the mesh device as required.

[00108] In step or process 412, the mesh device can transmit the message to the next device.

The message can be broadcast on a radio channel used by the mesh network and addressed to the

next device by including a next device identifier in a message header. All other mesh devices

will ignore the message because they are not the next device and thus not required to receive and

forward the message.

[00109] In step or process 414, the mesh device can optionally detect whether there is a problem

mesh network within communication range. A problem mesh network can be a mesh network

whose bandwidth usage is near or at its limit and cannot service requests from outside the mesh

network.

[00110] If a problem mesh network is detected, the mesh device proceeds to step or process 416.

If no problem mesh network is detected, the mesh device proceeds to step or process 418.

[00111] In step or process 416, the mesh device can optionally delete entries related to the

problem mesh network from the neighborhood table. Because each entry in the neighborhood

table includes a network identifier, all entries associated with the problem mesh network can be

easily located and deleted.

[00112] In step or process 418, the mesh device can optionally test whether a neighbor

information request has been received. For example, the neighbor information request can be

triggered at a predetermined time by the mesh device. A randomizing component can be added

to the predetermined time so that not all neighboring mesh devices attempt to broadcast neighbor

information at the same time.

[00113] Alternatively, the neighbor information request can be received over the mesh network.

For example, the first access point can periodically initiate neighbor information exchanges by

transmitting neighbor information requests to each mesh device within its mesh network.



[00114] If a neighbor information request has been received, the mesh device proceeds to step or

process 420. If no neighbor information request has been received, the mesh device proceeds to

step or process 422.

[00115] In step or process 420, the mesh device can optionally broadcast neighbor information.

The neighbor information can be retrieved from the neighborhood table and include information

as discussed above.

[00116] In step or process 422, the mesh device can exit the procedure. It will be appreciated

the procedure can be repeatedly executed by the mesh device while powered.

[00117] FIG. 5A illustrates an exemplary data structure 500 for storing a neighborhood table.

The data structure can be stored in accessible memory on a mesh device or an access point.

[00118] The data structure 500 includes entries 502, each data entry 502 representing a mesh

device and mesh device characteristics.

[00119] FIG. 5B illustrates an exemplary data entry 502 for storing neighborhood table

information. The data entry 502 may include one or include a plurality of fields for storing

characteristics of a neighboring device, some of which fields may be optional.

[00120] A tree PAN identifier 504 may be provided and can be a binary two byte data field for

identifying a network tree associated with the mesh device. The tree PAN identifier 504 can

refer to foreign networks.

[00121] A neighbor address 506 may be provided and can be a binary two byte data field for

identifying an address of the mesh device.

[00122] A neighbor PAN identifier 508 may be provided and can be a binary two byte data field

for identifying a membership of the mesh device.

[00123] An average quality 510 may be provided and can be an unsigned 8-bit data field for

specifying an average quality of the mesh device's path to an access point.

[00124] A number of hops 512 may be provided and can be an unsigned 8-bit data field for

specifying a number of hops between the mesh device and an access point.

[00125] A minimum quality 514 may be provided and can be an unsigned 8-bit data field for

specifying a minimum quality of the mesh device's path to an access point.

[00126] A freshness indicator 516 may be provided and can be an unsigned 8-bit data field for

specifying how recently the mesh device information was received.



[00127] FIG. 6A illustrates an exemplary process 600 for a zero-hop mesh device to forward

communications between a first mesh network and a second mesh network. The procedure may

execute on a mesh device on the border of a first mesh network and within radio range of a mesh

device of a second mesh network. The procedure may allow mesh devices of the two mesh

networks to communicate and provide network overlap. The zero-hop device may be a mesh

device associated with the first mesh network but storing neighbor information of at ieast one

one-hop device associated with the second mesh network. Thus, the zero-hop device may

facilitate communications between the first mesh network and the one-hop device.

[00128] In process or step 602, the mesh device may associate with a first mesh gate. For

example, the mesh device may execute a search routine on power-up or when communication

with an associated mesh gate is lost. The mesh device may search for nearby mesh gates and

select one for association based on a variety of factors such as signal strength, number of hops to

the mesh gate, and mesh gate load. The mesh device may transmit an association request to the

mesh gate via the mesh network and receive an acknowledgement. After the mesh device is

associated with a mesh gate, it may participate in the first mesh network as a node and

communicate with a server over a WAN via the mesh gate. It may also communicate with other

mesh devices in the mesh network.

[00129] In process or step 604, the mesh device may exchange neighbor information with one or

more same-network mesh devices. For example, neighbor information may include a best parent

field, a best five parents field, a mesh gate load field, a number of hops to the mesh gate field,

and a mesh gate path signal quality field. The neighbor information may be compiled by the

mesh device for every neighboring mesh device with which it is in communication, and used to

determine a path for messages to be transmitted. The exchange of neighbor information may

occur at a pseudo-random periodic interval, for example, once every hour at a random time. This

allows all mesh devices in the mesh network to exchange neighbor information and build up a

stored neighbor information table.

[00130] In process or step 606, the zero-hop mesh device may test whether a one-hop mesh

device is accessible. For example, the one-hop mesh device may be associated with a second

mesh network and communicate on a second mesh radio channel. The mesh device may scan

alternate mesh radio channels until an accessible one-hop mesh device is found. In an

alternative, the mesh networks may communicate on different frequencies. If an accessible one-



hop mesh device is not found, the mesh device may assume no one-hop mesh devices are within

radio range and wait a time-out period before re-testing.

[00131] If a one-hop mesh device is accessible, the procedure may proceed to process or step

608. If a one-hop mesh device is not accessible, the procedure may proceed to 604 and continue

functioning as a node in the first mesh network. The zero-hop mesh device may periodically

check whether a one-hop mesh device has become accessible.

[00132] In process or step 608, the zero-hop mesh device may exchange neighbor information

with the one-hop mesh device. For example, the neighbor information may be compiled from

neighbor information exchanges as discussed above. The neighbor information may include, in

addition to the contents discussed above, a mesh network identifier for each mesh device

indicating the mesh devices are associated with the first mesh network.

[00133] In process or step 610, the mesh device may receive a message for forwarding from the

one-hop mesh device. For example, the one-hop device may desire to transmit a message to a

neighbor of the zero-hop device on the first network. Instead of transmitting the message to the

mesh gate associated with the second mesh network, forwarding the message to the mesh gate

associated with the first mesh network over the WAN, and forwarding the message to the correct

mesh device, the one-hop device may request the zero-hop device forward the message. This

reduces network load and improves network performance.

[00134] In an alternative embodiment, the message may be addressed to a server. In this

example, the one-hop mesh device may lose communications with its associated mesh gate. The

one-hop mesh device may transmit the message to the zero-hop device for forwarding to the

associated mesh gate via the first mesh network.

[00135] If a message is received for forwarding, the procedure may proceed to process or step

612. If no message is received for forwarding, the procedure may remain in process or step 610.

The zero-hop mesh device may continue to function as a node within the first mesh network and

periodically check whether a message has been received from the one-hop mesh device for

forwarding on the first mesh network.

[00136] In process or step 614, the zero-hop mesh device may optionally transmit a status to a

server. For example, the status may include neighbor information including the one-hop mesh

devices. The neighbor information may allow the server to better route message traffic



considering the mesh network overlap between the first mesh network and the second mesh

network.

[00137] In process or step 616, the zero-hop mesh device may optionally test whether a response

has been received from the server. For example, the message forwarded on behalf of the one-

hop mesh device may require a response from the recipient, whether a mesh device within the

first mesh network or the server. The response may be transmitted to the zero-hop mesh device

via the first mesh gate and the first mesh network.

[00138] In an alternative embodiment, the server may transmit the message to the mesh device

when the mesh gate associated with the one-hop mesh device has failed. This provides path

diversity in case of mesh gate failure.

[00139] In process or step 618, the mesh device may optionally forward the received response to

the one-hop mesh device. The mesh device may check that the one-hop mesh device is in its

neighborhood table and forward the message to the one-hop mesh device. If the second mesh

network is on a different mesh radio channel or frequency, the mesh device may utilize the

correct mesh radio channel or frequency. For example, the second mesh network mesh radio

channel or frequency may be stored in the neighbor information.

[00140] In process or step 620, the mesh device may optionally exchange neighbor information

with a third mesh network one-hop device. Similar to the second mesh network one-hop device,

the mesh device may attempt to detect and exchange neighbor information with a one-hop mesh

device on a third mesh network. This creates a network overlap between the first and third mesh

networks. In addition, the third mesh network one-hop device may also reach the second mesh

network one-hop device via the zero-hop mesh device.

[00141] In process or step 622, the zero-hop mesh device may optionally forward a message

from the third mesh network one-hop device to the first mesh network. Similar to the second

mesh network one-hop device, the zero-hop mesh device may receive messages from the third

mesh network one-hop device and forward the message to the first mesh network, and possibly

the first mesh gate and the server.

[00142] In an alternative embodiment, any number of one-hop mesh devices from any number

of mesh networks may be supported within the first mesh network, limited only by the radio

range and memory capacity of the mesh device. This creates path diversity and network overlap

between the mesh networks.



[00143] In operation, the mesh device may interface between the first mesh network and at least

one one-hop mesh device. The one-hop mesh device may be associated with another mesh

network and mesh gate. By providing an interface between the first mesh network and the one-

hop mesh device, network overlap is created and path diversity is provided. This improves mesh

network performance and reduces WAN load by allowing mesh network-level communications

between mesh networks, instead of requiring all such communications to be forwarded through

the WAN.

[00144] FIG. 6B illustrates an exemplary process 650 for a one-hop device to forward

communications between a first mesh network and a second mesh network. The procedure may

execute on a mesh device on the border of a second mesh network and within radio range of a

mesh device of a first mesh network. The procedure may allow mesh devices of the two mesh

networks to communicate and provide network overlap. A one-hop device may be a mesh

device associated with the second mesh network and storing neighbor information of at least one

zero-hop mesh device associated with the first mesh network. Thus, the one-hop device may

facilitate communications between the second mesh network and the zero-hop mesh device.

[00145] In process or step 652, the one-hop mesh device may associate with a second mesh gate.

For example, the one-hop mesh device may execute a search routine on power-up or when

communication with an associated mesh gate is lost. The one-hop mesh device may search for

nearby mesh gates and select one for association based on a variety of factors such as signal

strength, number of hops to the mesh gate, and mesh gate load. The one-hop mesh device may

transmit an association request to the mesh gate via the mesh network and receive an

acknowledgement. After the one-hop mesh device is associated with the second mesh gate, it

may participate in the second mesh network as a node and communicate with a server over a

WAN via the second mesh gate. It may also communicate with other mesh devices in the second

mesh network.

[00146] In process or step 654, the one-hop mesh device may exchange neighbor information

with a two-hop mesh device. The two-hop mesh device may be a mesh device within the second

mesh network that is one hop further from the second mesh network border. For example, the

two-hop mesh device may be a parent of the one-hop mesh device.

[00147] Neighbor information may include a best parent field, a best five parents field, a mesh

gate load field, a number of hops to the mesh gate field, and a mesh gate path signal quality field.



The neighbor information may be compiled by the one-hop mesh device for every neighboring

mesh device with which it is in communication, and used to determine a path for messages to be

transmitted. The neighbor information may occur at a pseudo-random periodic interval, for

example, once every hour at a random time. This allows all mesh devices in the mesh network to

exchange neighbor information and build up a stored neighbor information table.

[00148] In process or step 656, the one-hop mesh device may test whether a zero-hop mesh

device is accessible. For example, the zero-hop mesh device may be associated with a first mesh

network and communicate on a first mesh radio channel. The one-hop mesh device may scan

alternate mesh radio channels until an accessible zero-hop mesh device is found. In an

alternative, the mesh networks may communicate on different frequencies. If an accessible zero-

hop mesh device is not found, the mesh device may assume no zero-hop mesh devices are within

radio range and wait a time-out period before re-testing.

[00149] If a zero-hop mesh device is accessible, the procedure may proceed to process or step

658. If a zero-hop mesh device is not accessible, the procedure may proceed to process or step

654 and continue functioning as a node in the second mesh network. The one-hop mesh device

may periodically check whether a zero-hop mesh device has become accessible.

[00150] In process or step 658, the one-hop mesh device may exchange neighbor information

with the zero-hop mesh device. For example, the neighbor information may be compiled from

neighbor information exchanges as discussed above. The neighbor information may include, in

addition to the contents discussed above, a mesh network identifier for each mesh device

indicating the mesh devices are associated with the second mesh network.

[00151] In process or step 660, the one-hop mesh device may receive a message for forwarding

to the zero-hop mesh device. For example, the one-hop mesh device may desire to transmit a

message to a neighbor of the zero-hop device on the first network. Instead of transmitting the

message to the second mesh gate associated with the second mesh network, forwarding the

message to the first mesh gate associated with the first mesh network over the WAN, and

forwarding the message to the correct mesh device on the first mesh network, the one-hop device

may request the zero-hop device forward the message. This reduces network load and improves

network performance.

[00152] In an alternative embodiment, the message may be addressed to a server. In this

example, the one-hop mesh device may lose communication with its associated mesh gate. The



one-hop mesh device may transmit the message to the zero-hop device for forwarding to the

associated mesh gate via the first mesh network.

[00153] In an alternative embodiment, the message may be received from a two-hop mesh

device for forwarding to the first mesh network. For example, the two-hop mesh device may be

a parent of the one-hop mesh device on the second mesh network and desire to transmit a

message to the first mesh network. The one-hop and zero-hop mesh devices may forward the

message to the first mesh network.

[00154] If a message is received for forwarding, the procedure may proceed to process or step

662. If no message is received for forwarding, the procedure may remain in process or step 660.

The one-hop mesh device may continue to function as a node within the second mesh network

and periodically check whether a message has been received from the two-hop mesh device for

forwarding to the first mesh network.

[00155] In process or step 664, the one-hop mesh device may optionally transmit a status to a

server via the zero-hop mesh device. For example, the status may include neighbor information

including the two-hop mesh devices. The neighbor information may allow the server to better

route message traffic considering the mesh network overlap between the first mesh network and

the second mesh network.

[00156] In process or step 666, the one-hop mesh device may optionally test whether a response

has been received from the server. For example, the message forwarded on behalf of the two-

hop mesh device may require a response from the recipient, whether a mesh device within the

first mesh network or the server. The response may be transmitted to the mesh device via the

zero-hop mesh device.

[00157] In an alternative embodiment, the server may transmit the message to the mesh device

when the second mesh gate has failed. This provides path diversity in case of mesh gate failure.

[00158] In process or step 668, the one-hop mesh device may optionally forward the received

response to the two-hop mesh device. The one-hop mesh device may check that the two-hop

mesh device is in its neighborhood table and forward the message to the two-hop mesh device.

[00159] The first mesh network may be on a different mesh radio channel or frequency. The

one-hop mesh device may utilize the correct mesh radio channel or frequency when

communicating with the zero-hop device. For example, the first mesh network mesh radio

channel or frequency may be stored in the neighbor information.



[00160] In process or step 670, the one-hop mesh device may optionally exchange neighbor

information with a third mesh network zero-hop device. Similar to the first mesh network zero-

hop device, the one-hop mesh device may attempt to detect and exchange neighbor information

with a zero-hop mesh device on a third mesh network. This creates a network overlap between

the second and third mesh networks.

[00161] In process or step 672, the one-hop mesh device may optionaiiy forward a message to

the third mesh network zero-hop device. Similar to the first mesh network zero-hop device, the

one-hop mesh device may receive messages from the third mesh network zero-hop device.

[00162] In an alternative embodiment, any number of first-hop mesh devices from any number

of mesh networks may be supported within the second mesh network, limited only by the radio

range and memory capacity of the mesh device. This creates path diversity and network overlap

between the mesh networks.

[00163] In operation, the mesh device may interface between any number of mesh networks and

the second mesh network. The zero-hop mesh device may be associated with another mesh

network and mesh gate. By providing an interface between the second mesh network and the

zero-hop mesh devices, network overlap is created and path diversity is provided. This improves

mesh network performance and reduces WAN load by allowing mesh network-level

communications between mesh networks, instead of requiring all such communications to be

forwarded through the WAN.

[00164] Although the above embodiments have been discussed with reference to specific

example embodiments, it will be evident that the various modification, combinations and

changes can be made to these embodiments. Accordingly, the specification and drawings are to

be regarded in an illustrative sense rather than in a restrictive sense. The foregoing specification

provides a description with reference to specific exemplary embodiments. It will be evident that

various modifications may be made thereto without departing from the broader spirit and scope

as set forth in the following claims. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be

regarded in an illustrative sense rather than a restrictive sense.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:

associating with a first mesh gate over a first mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with an accessible same-network mesh device over the

first mesh network;

detecting an accessible one-hop mesh device on a second mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with the one-hop mesh device; and

forwarding a message from the one-hop mesh device to the first mesh network.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

transmitting a status to a server via the first mesh network and the first mesh gate.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the status includes neighbor information.

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

forwarding the message from the one-hop mesh device to a server via the first mesh

network and the first mesh gate.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein each neighbor information includes a best parent field, a

best five parents field, a mesh gate load field, a number of hops to the mesh gate field, and a

mesh gate path signal quality field.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

forwarding a response from a first mesh network mesh device to the one-hop mesh

device.

7 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

exchanging neighbor information with a third mesh network one-hop device; and

forwarding a message from the third mesh network one-hop device to the first mesh

network.



8. The method of claim 1, wherein the first mesh network and the second mesh network

communicate on different radio channel frequencies.

9. A method comprising:

associating with a second mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with a two-hop mesh device over the second mesh

network;

detecting an accessible zero-hop mesh device on a first mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with the zero-hop mesh device; and

transmitting a message to the zero-hop mesh device for forwarding to the first mesh

network.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising:

transmitting a status to a server via the zero-hop mesh device and the first mesh network.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the status includes neighbor information.

12. The method of claim 9, further comprising:

forwarding a transmission from the two-hop mesh device to the zero-hop mesh device.

13. The method of claim 9, wherein each neighbor information includes a best parent field, a

best five parents field, a mesh gate load field, a number of hops to the mesh gate field, and a

mesh gate path signal quality field.

14. The method of claim 9, further comprising:

receiving a response from the first mesh network via the zero-hop mesh device.

15. The method of claim 9, further comprising:

exchanging neighbor information with a third mesh network zero-hop device; and

transmitting a message to third mesh network zero-hop device.



16. The method of claim 9, wherein the first mesh network and the second mesh network

communicate on different radio channel frequencies.

17. A device comprising:

a neighborhood table, the neighborhood table storing mesh network device information;

and

a radio configured to communicate with a first mesh network and a second mesh

network, wherein the device is configured to, in operation:

associate with a first mesh gate over the first mesh network,

exchange neighbor information stored in the neighborhood table with an

accessible same-network mesh device over the first mesh network,

detect an accessible one-hop mesh device on the second mesh network,

exchange neighbor information stored in the neighborhood table with the one-hop

mesh device, and

forward a message from the one-hop mesh device to the first mesh network.

18. The device of claim 17, the device further configured to transmit a status to a server via

the first mesh network and the first mesh gate.

19. The device of claim 18, wherein the status includes neighbor information.

20. The device of claim 17, the device further configured to forward the message from the

one-hop mesh device to a server via the first mesh network and the first mesh gate.

21. A computer program stored in a computer readable form for execution in a processor and

processor coupled memory to execute a method, the method comprising:

associating with a first mesh gate over a first mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with an accessible same-network mesh device over the

first mesh network;

detecting an accessible one-hop mesh device on a second mesh network;



exchanging neighbor information with the one-hop mesh device; and

forwarding a message from the one-hop mesh device to the first mesh network.

22. A computer program stored in a computer readable form for execution in a processor and

processor coupled memory to execute a method, the method comprising:

associating with a second mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with a two-hop mesh device over the second mesh

network;

detecting an accessible zero-hop mesh device on a first mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with the zero-hop mesh device; and

transmitting a message to the zero-hop mesh device for forwarding to the first mesh

network.

23. A method comprising:

associating with a first mesh gate over a first mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with an accessible same-network mesh device over the

first mesh network;

detecting an accessible one-hop mesh device on a second mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with the one-hop mesh device;

forwarding a message from the one-hop mesh device to the first mesh network;

associating with the second mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with a two-hop mesh device over the second mesh

network;

detecting an accessible zero-hop mesh device on the first mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with the zero-hop mesh device; and

transmitting a message to the zero-hop mesh device for forwarding to the first mesh

network.

24. A computer program stored in a computer readable form for execution in a processor and

processor coupled memory to execute a method, the method comprising:

associating with a first mesh gate over a first mesh network;



exchanging neighbor information with an accessible same-network mesh device over the

first mesh network;

detecting an accessible one-hop mesh device on a second mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with the one-hop mesh device;

forwarding a message from the one-hop mesh device to the first mesh network;

associating with the second mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with a two-hop mesh device over the second mesh

network;

detecting an accessible zero-hop mesh device on the first mesh network;

exchanging neighbor information with the zero-hop mesh device; and

transmitting a message to the zero-hop mesh device for forwarding to the first mesh

network.

25. A method for a first mesh device to communicate in an overlapping mesh network

environment, the method comprising:

associating with a first access point over a first mesh network, wherein the first access

point manages the first mesh network;

responsive to receiving a neighbor information broadcast from a neighboring mesh

device, updating a neighborhood table stored in an accessible memory, wherein the neighbor

information includes a neighboring mesh device information and a neighboring mesh device

network identifier;

responsive to a request to transmit a message to a destination, determining a next device,

wherein the next device is on a calculated path towards the destination, the path including mesh

devices from a plurality of mesh networks; and

transmitting the message to the next device.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the calculated path is calculated by at least one of: the

first mesh device and the first access point.



27. The method of claim 25, wherein the next device is one hop closer to the destination.

28. The method of claim 25, wherein the first access point manages the first mesh network by

handling association requests from mesh devices of the first mesh network and maintaining a

mesh device information table of mesh devices within the first mesh network.

29. The method of claim 25, wherein the destination is at least one of: a server, an access

point, and another mesh device.

30. The method of claim 25, further comprising:

responsive to detecting a problem mesh network, deleting entries in the neighborhood

table associated with the problem mesh network.

31. The method of claim 25, wherein the calculated path includes mesh devices associated

with any number of mesh networks.

32. The method of claim 31, wherein the first mesh device is associated with the first access

point when it is included in a neighborhood table of the first access point and utilizes services

provided by the first access point.

33. The method of claim 25, wherein the request to transmit is received from at least one of:

the first mesh device, and a message received from the neighboring mesh device for forwarding.



34. The method of claim 33, wherein the destination is any access point reachable from the

first mesh device.

35. The method of claim 25, wherein an access point is reachable from the first mesh device

when there exists a bidirectional path between the access point and the first mesh device over the

mesh network.

36. The method of claim 33, wherein the message is received from any access point

reachable from the first mesh device.

37. The method of claim 25, wherein the calculated path is received from the first access

point and stored in the accessible memory.

38. The method of claim 25, further comprising:

responsive to a neighbor request or predetermined trigger, broadcasting neighbor

information to neighboring mesh devices.

39. A system for communicating in an overlapping mesh network environment, comprising:

a plurality of access points, each access point managing a mesh network; and

a plurality of mesh devices, each mesh device associated with a mesh network, wherein

each mesh device is configured to:

(i) responsive to receiving a neighbor information broadcast from a neighboring

mesh device, update a neighborhood table stored in an accessible memory, wherein the neighbor



information includes a neighboring mesh device information and a neighboring mesh device

network identifier;

(ii) responsive to a request to transmit a message to a destination, determine a

next device, wherein the next device is on a calculated path towards the destination, the path

including mesh devices from a plurality of mesh networks; and

(iii) transmit the message to the next device.

40. The system of claim 39, wherein the destination is at least one of: a server, an access

point, and another mesh device.

41. The system of claim 39, wherein each mesh device is further configured to:

responsive to detecting a problem mesh network, delete entries in the neighborhood table

associated with the problem mesh network.

42. The system of claim 39, wherein the calculated path includes mesh devices associated

with at least two mesh networks.

43. The system of claim 39, wherein the request to transmit is received from at least one of:

the mesh device, and a message received from the neighboring mesh device for forwarding.

44. The system of claim 43, wherein the destination is any access point reachable from the

mesh device.



45. The system of claim 43, wherein the message is received from any access point reachable

from the mesh device.

46. The system of claim 45, wherein an access point is reachable from the first mesh device

when there exists a bidirectional path between the access point and the first mesh device over the

mesh network.

47. The system of claim 39, wherein the calculated path is received from an access point and

stored in the accessible memory.

48. The system of claim 39, where each mesh device is further configured to:

responsive to a neighbor request or predetermined trigger, broadcast the neighbor

information to neighboring mesh devices.

49. The system of claim 39, wherein different mesh networks communicate on different

predetermined radio frequencies.

50. A mesh device for communicating in an overlapping mesh network environment,

comprising:

a radio for communicating on a predetermined mesh network channel;

a memory for storing a neighborhood table;

a processor configured to:

associate with a first access point over a first mesh network via the radio, wherein

the first access point manages the first mesh network;



responsive to receiving a neighbor information broadcasted from a neighboring

mesh device, update the neighborhood table stored in the memory, wherein the neighbor

information includes a neighboring mesh device information and a neighboring mesh device

network identifier;

responsive to a request to transmit a message to a destination, determine a next

device, wherein the next device is on a calculated path towards the destination, the path

including mesh devices from a plurality of mesh networks; and

transmit the message to the next device via the radio.

51. A computer-readable medium including instructions adapted to execute a method for a

first mesh device to communicate in an overlapping mesh network environment, the method

comprising:

associating with a first access point over a first mesh network, wherein the first access

point manages the first mesh network;

responsive to receiving a neighbor information broadcasted from a neighboring mesh

device, updating a neighborhood table stored in an accessible memory, wherein the neighbor

information includes a neighboring mesh device information and a neighboring mesh device

network identifier;

responsive to a request to transmit a message to a destination, determining a next device,

wherein the next device is on a calculated path towards the destination, the path including mesh

devices from a plurality of mesh networks; and

transmitting the message to the next device.

52. A data structure defined in a computer readable medium, the data structure comprising:

a plurality of entries, each of the plurality of entries representing at least one device and

storing at least one characteristic of the device; and



each of the plurality of entries including a plurality of fields for storing characteristics of

at least one neighboring device.

53. The data structure in claim 52, wherein the device comprises a mesh network device.

54. The data structure in claim 52, wherein the plurality of entries are selected to include at

least one of and any combination of two or more of the following::

a tree PAN identifier identifying a network tree associated with the mesh device;

a neighbor address identifying an address of the mesh device;

a neighbor PAN identifier identifying a membership of the mesh device;

an average quality specifying an average quality of the mesh device's path to an access

point;

a number of hops specifying a number of hops between the mesh device and an access

point;

a minimum quality specifying a minimum quality of the mesh device's path to an access

point; and

a freshness specifying how recently the mesh device information was received.

55. The data structure in claim 52, wherein the plurality of entries comprise:

a tree PAN identifier identifying a network tree associated with the mesh device;

a neighbor address identifying an address of the mesh device;

a neighbor PAN identifier identifying a membership of the mesh device;

an average quality specifying an average quality of the mesh device's path to an access

point;

a number of hops specifying a number of hops between the mesh device and an access

point;



a minimum quality specifying a minimum quality of the mesh device's path to an access

point; and

a freshness indicator specifying how recently the mesh device information was received.

56. The data structure in claim 52, wherein the data structure is stored in an accessible

memory on a mesh device or on an access point.

57. The data structure in claim 52, wherein the data structure stores a neighborhood table.
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